Shopline

Heavy duty, non-thermal, internally beaded door system hung on face applied hinges. Options for all around rebate or a rebate stop. Suitable for all commercial door areas including those rated ‘Severe Duty’.

Product Information

Application

A range of profiles is available to produce pivot swing doors, hinged pivot doors and sliding doors. Stiles are in sizes to suit doors for use in heavy traffic areas and for doors in very heavy traffic areas such as hospitals, schools and supermarkets.

Materials

- Aluminium: Profile extruded from aluminium alloy 6063 T6 and comply with the recommendations of BS 1474.

Finishing

- Anodised AA25 to BS 3987 in a natural self colour and other agreed colours.
- Polyester powder organic coating to BS 6496 in high white gloss
- Polyester powder organic coating to BS 6496 in agreed colours, matt and gloss finish.

Details

- Profile width: Various depending on design considerations.
- Depth of frame: 100mm
- Sealing: with E.D.P.M. rubbers
- Glazing: Single 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 & 12mm
- Double 24, 25, 26, 27 & 28mm